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M
ost businesses which conduct

international trade through

the United Kingdom will be

aware of their obligation to stay

compliant with the UK’s voluminous

and ever-evolving panoply of export

and trade controls. Far fewer

businesses may be aware of the

sanctions that can be imposed for

breaching (accidentally or otherwise)

those controls, in particular the risk of

a criminal investigation or prosecution.

This risk is not merely hypothetical. On

13 July 2012 the Parliamentary

Committees on Arms Export Controls,

set up to scrutinise the UK

Government’s policies and

performance on arms controls,

published their report for 2012 (the

‘CAEC’ report). The report emphasised

both the high success rate of criminal

prosecutions in this field as well as the

increasing use of compound penalties

in lieu of prosecutions.1

Against the background of the

CAEC report, this article provides an

overview of the criminal enforcement

of export and trade controls in the UK.

It considers the principal criminal

offences; the risk factors which make a

criminal prosecution (as opposed to a

civil settlement) more probable; the

likely punishment which convicted

exporters can expect to receive; and the

tactical considerations which

businesses should bear in mind if faced

with the threat of criminal proceedings,

including the issue of compound

penalties.

The legal framework
The main piece of legislation which

governs the export of strategic goods

from the UK is the Export Control

Order 2008. This order came into force

on 6 April 2009 and contains the UK’s

national controls on the export of

military, paramilitary and dual-use

goods, as well as the UK’s national

controls on trade, i.e. controls on the

movement of military and certain other

goods between two overseas countries,

usually known as ‘trafficking and

brokering’. The main piece of

legislation which covers the export of

dual-use goods is Council Regulation

(EC) 428/2009. This regulation came

into force on 27 August 2009 and set

up a Community regime for the

transfer, brokering and transit of dual-

use goods. These two pieces of

legislation are augmented by a dense

patchwork of other laws, in particular

legislation concerned with controlling

goods transported to destinations

subject to UN, EU, OSCE

(Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe) and UK sanctions

and embargoes, as well as legislation

designed to control goods destined for

military end use or for use in weapons

of mass destruction (‘WMD’)

programmes.

Many readers will be familiar with

the morass of controls created by this

legislation. But what happens if a

control is breached and that breach

comes to the attention of the UK

authorities? The Department for

Business Innovation and Skills (‘BIS’),

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

(‘HMRC’) or the UK Border Agency

(‘UKBA’) (or a combination of all three

authorities) will investigate the breach

and seek to determine whether there is

evidence that the business and/or its

directors or employees may have

committed criminal offences. 

HMRC and UKBA’s evidence-

gathering powers are wide-ranging.

HMRC and UKBA officers can arrest

suspects and interview them under

caution – meaning that anything they

say in their interviews (or in certain

circumstances their refusal to answer

questions) can be used against them in

a criminal trial. HMRC and UKBA

officers can also seize and forfeit goods

passing through the UK’s borders, or

obtain a warrant which permits them

to enter business premises and seize

relevant goods, documents and

electronic material. Such seizures are

on the rise: HMRC carried out 34 in the

financial year 2005-2006 but that

figure nearly quadrupled to 134 in

2010-2011.2

Once the evidence-gathering is

complete, an independent prosecuting

body, the Crown Prosecution Service

(‘CPS’), will consider whether the

evidence supports a realistic prospect

of conviction and whether it is in the

public interest to commence criminal

proceedings. In determining these

questions, the CPS will be concerned

with what they would have to prove in

a criminal court. 

All export control prosecutions (i.e.

where the goods are exported from the

UK’s borders) have proceeded with an

offence under section 68 of the

Customs and Excise Management Act

1979 (‘CEMA’). This section makes it

an offence for a person to export goods

in circumstances where the export is

subject to a restriction or prohibition
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Risk factors
Whilst it is dangerous to seek to

extrapolate general principles from

individual cases, if one stands back and

surveys the pattern of prosecutions in

the UK over the past five years, it is

possible to discern three common

misconceptions concerning the

circumstances in which the CPS is

likely to initiate a prosecution for an

alleged breach of export or trade

controls. Those misconceptions are as

follows: 

1) It is a mistake to assume that the

CPS only prosecutes ‘intent to

evade’ cases. On the contrary the

CPS has shown itself willing to

prosecute individuals and

companies for the ‘strict liability’

offences. Whilst the punishment for

such offences will be limited to

financial fines rather than prison

sentences, the fact of the conviction

will nonetheless by published on

BIS’s website and the defendant

may suffer reputational damage as

a result.

2) The fact that ECO would or should

have granted a licence for the goods

(had such a licence been applied for)

is not a defence and will not stop the

CPS from prosecuting – indeed

there are examples where the CPS

has prosecuted individuals in

precisely this scenario. It is a

defence to be able to show that the

correct licence was received prior to

export and that the exporter

complied with all conditions on the

licence. Only then can the exporter

say that he/she had no intent to

evade the prohibition or restriction

which rendered the licence

application necessary.

3) The CPS is willing to prosecute

companies even if only a small part

of their turnover is generated from

exports. The need for rigorous

compliance programmes for all

companies engaged in international

trade – no matter how trivial in

revenue terms that trade may be for

the company – is therefore

paramount.

But if the above factors play little

role in determining a prosecutor’s

decision, what makes a prosecution

more likely? Here one can tentatively

propose three alternative factors which

appear substantially to increase the

risk of criminal proceedings:

(section 68(1) CEMA). This section also

creates a more serious offence where a

person is knowingly concerned in the

export of goods with intent to evade a

restriction or prohibition (section

68(2) CEMA). Section 68(1) CEMA is a

‘strict liability’ offence, meaning that it

is triggered even if the exporter acted

in ignorance of the relevant export

control. By contrast section 68(2)

CEMA requires evidence of the

exporter’s state of mind, namely that

he/she knew about the export control

and intended to evade it. 

As for trade control or ‘brokering’

cases (i.e. where the goods are

transported between two overseas

countries), all prosecutions have

proceeded with an offence under article

9 of the Trade in Goods (Control)

Order 2003 (or for conduct occurring

after 6 April 2009, article 34 of the

Export Control Order 2008). These

sections offer prosecutors a similar

choice: either to prosecute the ‘strict

liability’ offence or, for more serious

offending, to seek to prove that the

broker knew about the relevant trade

control and intended to evade it. 

In evidential terms all that must be

proved for the ‘strict liability’ offences

is that the defendant breached a

control, regardless of whether he/she

acted accidentally in doing so. This is

usually proved through an expert

opinion to the effect that the movement

of the particular goods was restricted

by a relevant control, as well as

evidence that the defendant was

responsible for the movement of the

goods. Such prosecutions are rarely

contested except on highly technical

grounds. 

For the more serious ‘intent to

evade’ offences, it is necessary to prove,

in addition to the above, a degree of

knowledge on the part of the defendant

concerning the relevant control. In

seeking to reconstruct the defendant’s

knowledge, the prosecutor does not

need to prove that the defendant acted

dishonestly or intended to deceive the

UK authorities (although evidence of

dishonesty or deceit may well go a long

way to proving an intent to evade). Nor

is it necessary to pinpoint a defendant’s

particular knowledge of a specific

control, e.g. the PL9009 control

restricting the export of specific aircraft

parts to Iran and Iraq. Rather a

prosecutor needs to persuade a jury

beyond reasonable doubt that the

defendant knew, if only in general

terms, that the movement of goods was

restricted or prohibited. This is

typically sought to be proved in a

variety of ways:

l Evidence that the defendant

received communications from BIS

(or an audit from BIS) in which

he/she was previously warned

about the controls and/or the need

to apply for relevant licences from

the UK’s Export Control

Organisation (ECO).

l Evidence that the defendant applied

for a licence for the goods which was

refused.

l Evidence that the defendant applied

for a licence but failed – even for

understandable commercial reasons

– to wait for the outcome of the

licence application.

l Evidence that the defendant

deliberately decided not to make a

licence application because he/she

was concerned that the application

would be refused.

l Evidence that the defendant failed

accurately to describe the goods,

their destination or their customer

on the export documentation or

packaging, thus seeking to reduce

the chances of the goods being

seized at the UK’s borders.

In such ‘intent to evade’ cases, the

battleground between prosecution and

defence often concerns the subjective

question of what the defendant in fact

knew – as opposed to the objective

question of what he/she could or

arguably should have known. These

cases typically assume the character -

istics of a complex fraud trial, in that

they involve a detailed forensic

examination of a defendant’s business

records and, in particular,

contemporaneous emails and other

communications, all of which will be

probed in order to reconstruct the

defendant’s state of mind at the

relevant time.

The Crown Prosecution

Service is willing to

prosecute companies

even if only a small part

of their turnover is

generated from exports. 
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criminal investigation where there

was no such prospect five years ago.   

2) The CPS will be more likely to

prosecute if the exporter or broker

has sought to mislead or obstruct

the UK’s authorities in some way. At

its most extreme this could involve

fabricating documents about the

supposedly benign activities of the

overseas customer and/or how that

customer intended to use the goods.

In a perhaps more subtle vein,

however, HMRC may feel misled by

overly generic descriptions of the

goods in the export documentation

or packaging material.

Transparency and detail concerning

ageing military hardware. The

public interest is thus seen to be

served by prosecuting those who are

alleged to be arming overseas

governments – or overseas

insurgent groups – whose political

interests are perceived to be

inimical to those of the current UK

government. In this sense, the CPS’s

decision to prosecute is as

inherently political and as driven by

foreign policy considerations as

ECO’s decision to issue a licence.

Attempting to export cryptographic

software to Egypt or Syria, for

example, would, in the current

climate, be likely to trigger a

1) The CPS will be more likely to

prosecute if the goods have a high

strategic (as opposed to financial)

value. How to quantify strategic

value is complex but, at least for the

UK’s prosecutors, it seems to turn

on a matrix of considerations at the

centre of which are political

sensitivities surrounding the

country of end use and the

destructive capacity of the goods in

question. A significant number of

prosecutions, for example, have

focused on goods exported to Iran

for use in that country’s alleged

WMD programme or as

replacements for that country’s

Given the wide sentencing powers

available to the UK’s criminal courts, it

is important that companies that

suspect they have a problem adopt the

right strategy at the earliest stage. If a

company discovers a compliance

problem of its own volition, the key

tactical choice is between making a

voluntary disclosure to BIS of the fruits

of its internal audit or alternatively

brushing the problem under the carpet

(whilst rectifying all future trade) in the

hope that BIS will never discover it.

The former approach has the virtue of

transparency and may well be

appropriate if the breaches can be

categorised as technical or minor. But

transparency brings no guarantee of

immunity and any disclosure needs to

be handled extremely carefully.

If the problems come to the

company and BIS’s attention

simultaneously – for example in a BIS

audit – the tactical complexity

deepens, particularly where the

company is conscious that BIS may

have uncovered only the first layer of

compliance problems. Whether a

company embarks on a voluntary

disclosure of all problems in these

circumstances depends ultimately on

whether BIS can provide meaningful

incentives for such a disclosure

compared to the risk of criminal

proceedings. Clearly no business

would voluntarily place its neck on the

block. It would generally be ill-advised

to do so if its compliance problems are

long-standing and profound.

In this context the offer of a

compound penalty – a fine by which

HMRC can offer companies the

chance to settle a case which would

justify being referred to the CPS for

prosecution – can be a valuable

negotiating chip in making a voluntary

disclosure. It is so valuable because it

enables HMRC to punish a company’s

acknowledged wrongdoing (which may

be ring-fenced exclusively to the

problems which HMRC knows about)

with a step short of prosecution, and

with far more limited publicity for the

company. Indeed the government’s

stated position is that since April 2010

it has made greater use of its ability to

offer compound settlements in lieu of

prosecution, agreeing penalties

ranging from £1,000 to £575,000.3

Historically the problem was that

there was no detailed guidance

concerning when a compound penalty

was likely to be accepted by HMRC, or

how such penalties would be

calculated. In evidence given to CAEC

in previous years, the Export Group for

Aerospace and Defence, a well-

respected industry body, called the

system of compound penalties

‘completely opaque’. In April 2011

CAEC recommended that the

government make public the criteria

used for imposing compound

penalties. The government finally

responded in this year’s CAEC report.

That response includes a list of the

following non-exhaustive criteria for

calculating the penalty:

l The seriousness of the alleged

offence

l Whether fraudulent intent can be

proven

l The extent of the offender’s efforts

to perpetrate the alleged offence

l The type and value of any goods

involved

l The offender’s previous history

l The level of penalties known to

have been imposed by courts for

similar offences

These criteria are somewhat vague

but their publication is welcome and

they at least provide a starting point

for negotiations with HMRC. An early

negotiation of a compound penalty

can often be the quickest way of

avoiding an expensive and protracted

criminal investigation. 

Finally there remains the risk for

some companies that its compliance

problems will not emerge in such a

leisurely fashion. A seizure at the UK’s

borders may be rapidly followed by

arrests of key suspects, detention for

questioning by HMRC or UKBA officials

and a search of the company’s

premises. The cons equences for the

company – suddenly bereft of stock

and paperwork – can be disastrous.

The company should take expert legal

advice about the urgent tactical

questions facing those alleged to have

committed criminal offences, such as:

Should they answer questions in the

interview? Should they apply for

restoration of the goods? 

Tactical considerations
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the nature of the goods and their

intended customer can therefore be

critical in seeking to persuade a

prosecutor not to initiate criminal

proceedings.

3) In order to demonstrate the

requisite knowledge on the part of

the exporter, the CPS would, except

in the most blatant breaches, prefer

to point to existing warnings issued

by BIS to the exporter. Ideally this

would be a specific warning letter

addressed personally to the exporter

concerning the goods in question.

However, prosecutions have

proceeded on the far narrower basis

of what might be called standard

precautionary literature issued

wholesale by BIS. Some exporters

have made the mistake of regarding

this literature as junk mail when it

was received only to be asked, many

years down the line and in a

criminal court, why they chose to

ignore it.

Punishment
A defendant convicted of one of the

‘strict liability’ offences can face a

maximum fine of up to three times the

retail value of the goods, although in

practice the courts have imposed fines

of less than £1,000. The courts cannot

impose a prison sentence in these

circumstances. The principal damage

caused by such a conviction is therefore

reputational. 

A defendant convicted of one of the

‘intent to evade’ offences can face an

unlimited fine and a prison sentence of

up to ten years. Here the sentencing

practice of the courts has varied and

only one case before the UK’s Court of

Appeal – R v Knight [2008] All ER (D)

100 (Feb) – has laid down guidance as

to how offenders should be punished.

The defendant in that case was a UK

arms dealer trading through a BVI

company. He applied for a licence from

BIS’s predecessor in relation to a

supply of 130 Iranian-manufactured

sub-machine guns (capable of firing

800 rounds per minute and

accompanied by cleaning equipment

and two magazines each) from Iran to

Kuwait. Although the application was

refused, the defendant still proceeded

with the transaction and the guns were

intercepted at the Kuwaiti border. He

was sentenced to four years’

imprisonment.

In sentencing the defendant, the

court said that it would be rare for

defendants to escape a custodial

sentence in such cases and that judges

should ordinarily have regard to the

following non-exhaustive factors

(although the weight given to them

would vary from case to case):

1) Where the goods were military

weapons, it was relevant to consider

their nature, their capacity for single

use (such as grenades) as opposed

to multiple or long-term use (such

as guns) and the relative potential

for multiple deaths (e.g. a pistol

compared to a machine gun).

2) The quantities and values of the

goods or weaponry.

3) The intended customer: a direct

supply to an insurgent group would

increase the sentence.

4) The intended location: a region

which was a well-known war zone or

adjacent to a war zone would

increase the sentence.

5) The level of involvement of the

defendant in the export.

6) The degree of planning and length

of involvement coupled with the

degree of knowledge of the

defendant, as well as the

defendant’s status, e.g. whether he

was a genuinely licensed arms

dealer.

7) The assistance given by the

defendant in breaching the export

controls.

8) The sophistication in the

transaction and attempts to evade

responsibility or create a false

impression.

In practice, a number of defendants

have escaped a custodial sentence –

typically where they entered early

guilty pleas and/or relied on

compelling mitigation. But the

majority of defendants have not been

so fortunate. The lengthiest individual

sentence remains nine years’

imprisonment for an individual found

guilty of brokering the supply of

bombs, armour piercing ammunition

and other weapons to a range of

destinations including Sri Lanka and

Israel. Other significant custodial

sentences have been handed down for

exporting military personnel carriers to

Sudan and for exporting rifle scopes to

Dubai.

Conclusion
It is sometimes said that prosecutions

in the UK have only targeted the

‘backroom operations’ which are

determinedly non-compliant in all

respects. There is some justification in

this criticism. The CPS is yet to

prosecute a major multinational

company for a breach of export or trade

controls. However, in the author’s

experience, small and medium-sized

companies have become the subject of

criminal investigations and it would be

a mistake to assume that size

guarantees safety. The financial,

reputational and human consequences

for companies which get it wrong can

be enormous.

The CAEC report recommends that,

in light of the revocation of numerous

licences following the Arab Spring, the

government should take a significantly

more cautious approach when

considering export licence applications

for goods to authoritarian regimes

which might be used to facilitate

internal repression. Companies which

conduct trade through the UK should

remember that the UK’s authorities are

more than prepared to use their

criminal enforcement powers to punish

those who fail to stay alert to the

shifting licensing landscape.
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